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Problem Set 12: Service Pack 3

Opener

1. a. Use some Zomes to make an equilateral pyramid with a Zomes are sponsored by
Zoom on PBS. Send it to
Zome!

triangular base.
b. Use some Zomes to make an equilateral pyramid with a

square base.
c. All the edges are the same length. Which pyramid is taller? Can

you determine this without arithmetic or measuring?

Important Stuff

2. It’s Vicki’s Voronoi Vacation Venue! If each vertex (shown The formal name of the
thing you’re drawing is a
Voronoi diagram. We hope
you read Set 1’s norms
carefully!

as dots) in this tessellation is a 7-11, color the map to
indicate the closest 7-11 to any point on the diagram.

3. Here’s another tessellation! Color away. Half of these triangles are
yelling “Timber” because
they’re going down.
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4. Here’s another tessellation to Voronoi up! Yes, I think
you’ve seen this be-floor. My name’s not Luca. I lived

on the second set.

Note that there are no “snub
tessellations” on today’s
problem set. Looks like they
got . . . snubbed. YEAAAH!

5. MaryAnn builds a pyramid by arranging four spheres, If a bowling ball tower falls
in the woods and nobody
hears it, does it make a
spare?

each with diameter 2, in a square, then one identical
sphere on top. How tall is the pyramid?

6. Jake builds a pyramid by arranging three spheres, each
with diameter 2, in an equilateral triangle, then one
identical sphere on top.

a. Before doing any calculations, discuss whether you
think the triangular pyramid is taller or shorter than
the square pyramid.

b. Determine the height of the triangular pyramid. So if the top sphere isn’t
above another sphere, what
is it above?
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7. An infinite number of pennies are packed into a square
pattern. A few are shown below with a square section
highlighted. These circle pieces are

small. Maybe they’re snub
circles. No? Okay, fine,
they’re sectors.

a. If copies of this square were used to tile a floor, what
would it look like?

b. What proportion of the square’s area is shaded?
c. What does this have to do with Problem 8 from

Set 11, and why?

8. Draw a diagram analogous to the one from Problem 7 to
investigate the percentage of the plane preoccupied with
triangularly packed pennies.

Neat Stuff

9. Here’s something awesome. It’s a cube, with all the Today’s Neat Stuff is
sponsored by SnubHub!
The place to go for all your
snub tessellation needs,
and for when you need
to tell someone you’re not
giving them a ticket to a
sporting event.

diagonals drawn in place. And then it explodes!

Want to watch it splode? Of course you do:

http://bit.ly/explodingcube

a. If the cube has side length 2, what is the length of
each diagonal?

b. What is the volume of each pyramid? Try to do this
without using any formulaes. Also, try to do it without

exploding.c. Show that each pyramid’s volume is given by
V = 1

3Bh where B is the area of the base and
h is the height of the pyramid.
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10. a. William says a cylinder’s just like a prism. What??!!
b. What’s the formula for the volume of a cone?

11. Archimedes is thought to be the first person to find and
prove a formula for the volume of a sphere. He did this
by comparing the sphere to a cylinder and “double cone”
of the same dimensions.

He also created this animated GIF: Remember what Archimedes
once famously told his
students: “Never, never,
pronounce it jiff.”

http://bit.ly/sphereproof

a. Girl, look at those cross sections. They work out? Archimedes also famously
told a student who failed to
take a bath: “You reeka.”

b. What can you say about the volume of the sphere
compared to the other objects?

c. Find the volume of all three objects.

12. In triangle HOP, PO is the longest side, and OH is the HOP on PO − OH, that’s
what Tiggers do best!shortest side. Draw in the segments connecting one

vertex to the opposite side’s midpoint.
a. What unusual thing happens?
b. Of the six triangles, which has the largest area? Come on, you know which

triangles we mean.Explain.

13. Why do the Voronoi diagrams in this problem set all
produce identical copies of the same polygon? They look awesome. How

good do they look? Voro-
noice!14. Say, those were interesting polygons in Problem 4. Show

that the polygons are kites. Are they our kite friends, or
not?

15. Under what circumstances will a polygon in a Voronoi
diagram be a triangle? quadrilateral? n-gon?

16. In Problem 9 on Set 11, you were asked to cut a regular
tetrahedron into two congruent pieces with one planar
cut. It turns out there are two significantly different ways
to do this! See if you can find them both.
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17. Do Problem 12 from Set 10 if you haven’t yet. Also do
Problems 16–19 from Set 11 too.

18. Michelle notices that 11 and 000 never appear in any Derman noticed that 2 and
3 never appeared in those
patterns where we were
writing down a bunch of 1s
and 0s and ∗s. He hasn’t
found a proof though.

of the Sn that she’s written down. Explain why her
observation is true of all Sn.

19. The line y = x/φ is shown below. All nonnegative lattice
points in the shaded strip x/φ < y < x/φ+φ are circled
and projected perpendicularly onto the line.

Looks like Service Pack 3
eats up a lot of extra space.
Six pages, d00d?!
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a. What are the possible distances between successive
projected points?

b. What is the sequence of distances between succes-
sive projected points?

c. Prove any observations you find.

20. Mary paints a sphere of radius r evenly with paint
thickness h, producing a new sphere of radius r+ h. Apparently this is the

process used to create
Everlasting Gobstoppers.a. What is the volume of the new sphere?

b. Hey, h is so small that h2 can be ignored completely.
What’s that volume again?

c. Use this to determine a rule for the surface area of a
sphere.

21. Say, I wonder if this tactic works for other objects . . .
a. A cube: V = s3

b. A rectangular prism: V = lwh

c. A cylinder: V = πr2h
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d. A cone: V = 1
3πr

2h

e. A rectangle: A = lw But, but these last two aren’t
three-dimensional, you say?
What does it give you, then?

f. A circle: A = πr2

22. At Pizza & Problem Solving we saw that if you draw
lines from corners of a square to midpoints, you make a
square in the center with area 1

5 of the original square.
What happens when these lines don’t go to the midpoint, Hm, this might actually be

two questions in one, like
Certs or Pert Plus.

but to a point that is 1
n

along the other side?

Tough Stuff

23. Hyperwhat is the hypervolume of a 4-dimensional
hypersphere? Too much Mountain Dew

makes us 4-dimensional.

24. Hyperwhat is the hypersurface volume of a 4-dimensional
hypersphere?

25. Three circles with diameters a,b, c are mutually exter-
nally tangent. There are two possible circles that can be This means all three touch

on their outsides.drawn mutually tangent to all three circles. Find the
diameter of both possible circles, in terms of a,b, and c.

26. Say, can’t the denominator be zero in Problem 25? What
then? Oh, that’s pretty interesting actually.

27. Plot four points on a square grid. Build the Voronoi
diagram for these points, using the “taxicab” metric. This metric counts “blocks”.

Sometimes this is called
the Manhattan metric, but
come on, avenues are like
4 blocks.

Try other locations and see what develops. What does
this have in common with the other Voronoi diagrams?
What changes?
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